Formations required to move to given destinations can be controlled to arrive to a predefined geometric shape or to self-organize. For a large number of autonomous mobile robots, geometric formations pose too many constraints to achieving inter-robot positions. Self-organizing formations are more suitable for a large number of robots and generate formation shapes while avoiding robots collisions. In this paper are investigated approaches for self-organizing formations of large number of robots. The approach, inspired by hydrodynamic flow, results in an artificial velocity field approach that avoids local minima due to a combination of normal and tangential velocity commands associated to obstacles. These commands, for the formation of a large number of robots that are all subject to a velocity vector command to move to the goal, avoid inter robots collisions. In this paper is investigated the efficiency of this control approach in generating a formation shape and maintaining it during motion while moving toward a goal. Experimental and simulation results confirm the applicability of this control approach.
Introduction
Currently, there is strong interest to implement autonomous robot systems in military, civilian, and commercial applications. Over the past decade, unmanned vehicle systems have become increasingly prevalent in the military applications primarily due to their reconnaissance, and surveillance abilities.
Enhanced intelligence through robotic systems allows military leaders to make better, more informed decisions, which in turn save lives on the battlefield. Furthermore, civilian applications are also enhanced by autonomous robotic systems. Police, emergency response, coast guard, fire response, search and rescue, border security, and arctic surveillance implement also unmanned robotic systems which allow first responders to stay a safe distance away from dangerous situations.
Autonomous robots are expected to play a large role in emerging commercial applications in natural resources sectors such as mining, oil and gas, and agriculture. Moreover, they will continue to increase efficienc in manufacturing, warehousing, and distribution.
Multi-robot systems have many benefits over their single robot counterparts, since they can perform tasks with greater efficiency, less cost, and they present a more robust solution. Autonomy and group coordination are key traits for the successful navigation of robot teams in dynamic environments. Autonomous motion in multirobot systems is a very complex problem. Most navigation solutions for autonomous mobile robots are designed, however, for single robot systems.
Multi-robot systems are more complex than their single robot counterparts and require extra elements such as networked communication and group coordination strategies to perform their tasks effectively. Teams of mobile robots must decide as a group what is the best path of motion when difficult unexpected obstacles appear in the environment. There is still no general solution to the multi-robot coordination problem.. New solutions for solving the navigation and coordination problems for multi-robot systems could change the way many robot systems are used in military, civilian, and commercial applications. A literature review will clarify the need for the current paper investigation.
In paper [1] is presented a path planning method, inspired by fluid mechanics, able to deal with unstructured terrain models. The algorithm uses the finite element method to compute a velocity potential function free from local minima. Then, several streamlines are computed as a road map and the optimal path is selected among the candidate paths. The approach was implemented on the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) Mars Robotics Testbed (MRT) rover and tested at the CSA Mars Emulation Terrain (MET). To confirm the feasibility of the method, the path planner has been tested on 284 LIDAR scans collected in a realistic outdoor challenging terrain.
In [2] , a computational path generation is again inspired from fluid dynamics. It can find optimal paths in a maze of arbitrary complexity, and it is flexible because it readily adapts to any change in the topology of the maze. With the selection of appropriate boundary conditions, the fluid dynamics based approach does not suffer from a local minima.
Paper [3] presents a numerical potential function for point-robot path planning in the configuration space based on the theory of fluid mechanics. Ideal fluid is first simulated using Poisson's equation and heuristic path planning algorithms are established by comparisons of the velocity potentials. Several computational techniques are experimented and compared. A bitmap collision detection technique is proposed for non-point robots. This fluid model creates an environment which is not only free of local minima but also beneficial for navigation control.
In [4] , the authors present a novel approach to obstacle avoidance for a group of robots moving in a formation. This idea is originally inspired by hydrodynamics. In this approach, a virtual robot is introduced as a reference point (beacon) to determine a collision-free trajectory. Taking the virtual point as a basic point, the robot group establishes a rigid body-like formation. Since the collision-freeness of the virtual robot does not guarantee that all other robots avoid obstacles, a flexible formation control scheme in the framework of rigid body-like formation was proposed. This approach deals with obstacle avoidance in formation control for multi-robot system for the case of known environment using panel method. Simulation results are presented to verify its effectiveness.
In [5] are used stream functions which satisfy Laplace's equations as local-minima free methods for producing potential-field based navigation functions in two dimensions. These functions generate smooth paths (i.e. suited to aircraft-like vehicles) and a method is developed for building analytic stream functions. The effects of introducing multiple obstacles are also discussed.
Paper [6] presents a general framework for coordinated motion control of autonomous swarms in the presence of obstacles. The proposed framework combines concepts and techniques from potential flows, artificial potentials and dynamic connectivity to realize complex swarm behaviors. Existing concepts from potential flows in fluid mechanics are used to solve the single-agent navigation problem. As an extension, an analytical solution to the stagnation point problem is provided. The potential flow based framework is then modified to facilitate the coordinated control of swarms navigating through multiple obstacles. Artificial potentials are employed for swarming as well as enhanced obstacle avoidance. A novel concept of dynamic connectivity is utilized to improve the performance of obstacle avoidance (Line of Sight Connectivity) and to organize diverse swarm behaviors (Random Connectivity). Simulation results with a set of developed algorithms are included to illustrate the viability the proposed framework.
Paper [7] presents a generic investigation of the decentralized self-organizing potential field-based control approach for mobile agents in a cluttered environment. The paper presents a vector-harmonic potential field approach, also adopted in the present paper in a modified firm for the case of a large number of autonomous robots. Paper [8] presents preliminary results regarding the control of self-organizing formations of a small number of autonomous agents using velocity potential fields for the particular application of material transfer. In this paper velocity potential field approach is applied, differently from other papers, to self-organizing formations of robots in the case of an unknown environment using local sensing and reactive control.
Velocity Potential Field Approach

Superposition of Elementary Plane Flows
Using the elementary plane flow model, complex flows can be approximated by combining various elementary flows [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Source and uniform flow are described by the following stream function ψ and velocity potential function ϕ, respectively
while clockwise vortex and uniform flow are described by
where r and θ are polar coordinates.The doublet of source and vortex is described by Fig. 1 illustrates the flow in the case of combined source and vortex.
Mobile Robot Controller Inspired by the Velocity Potential Flow Theory
For a reactive navigation controller, velocity potential flow functions were implemented for two desired movements, the uniform flow to describe the flow of the 
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